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[1] We describe a newly calibrated model for the thermodynamic properties of magmatic silicate liquid.
The new model, pMELTS, is based on MELTS [Ghiorso and Sack, 1995] but has a number of
improvements aimed at increasing the accuracy of calculations of partial melting of spinel peridotite. The
pMELTS algorithm uses models of the thermodynamic properties of minerals and the phase equilibrium
algorithms of MELTS, but the model for silicate liquid differs from MELTS in the following ways: (1) The
new algorithm is calibrated from an expanded set of mineral-liquid equilibrium constraints from 2439
experiments, 54% more than MELTS. (2) The new calibration includes mineral components not considered
during calibration of MELTS and results in 11,394 individual mineral-liquid calibration constraints (110%
more than MELTS). Of these, 4924 statements of equilibrium are from experiments conducted at elevated
pressure (200% more than MELTS). (3) The pMELTS model employs an improved liquid equation of state
based on a third-order Birch-Murnaghan equation, calibrated from high-pressure sink-float and shockwave
experiments to 10 GPa. (4) The new model employs a revised set of end-member liquid components. The
revised components were chosen to better span liquid composition-space. Thermodynamic properties of
these components are optimized as part of the mineral-liquid calibration. Comparison of pMELTS to partial
melting relations of spinel peridotite from experiments near 1 GPa indicates significant improvements
relative to MELTS, but important outstanding problems remain. The pMELTS model accurately predicts
oxide concentrations, including SiO2, for liquids from partial melting of MM3 peridotite at 1 GPa from near
the solidus up to !25% melting. Compared to experiments, the greatest discrepancy is for MgO, for which
the calculations are between 1 and 4% high. Temperatures required to achieve a given melt fraction match
those of the experiments near the solidus but are !60!C high over much of the spinel lherzolite melting
interval at this pressure. Much of this discrepancy can probably be attributed to overstabilization of
clinopyroxene in pMELTS under these conditions. Comparison of pMELTS calculations to the
crystallization and partial melting experiments of Falloon et al. [1999] shows excellent agreement but
also suffers from exaggerated calculated stability of clinopyroxene. Finally, comparison of pMELTS
Copyright 2002 by the American Geophysical Union
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calculations to the garnet peridotite experiments of Walter [1998] at 3–7 GPa reveals disparities between
calculations and experiments that increase with pressure. The most prominent of these disparities is
manifest as overprediction of the stability of garnet and underprediction of that of olivine. Part of this
problem may be attributed to inadequacies in the Birch-Murnaghan equation of state in reproducing the
behavior of highly compressible liquids at high pressures and temperatures.
Components: 15,373 words, 16 figures, 7 tables.
Keywords: Mantle; partial melting; thermodynamic model; pMELTS; peridotite.
Index Terms: 3939 Mineral Physics: Physical thermodynamics; 3630 Mineralogy and Petrology: Experimental mineralogy
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1. Introduction
[2] Partial melting of the mantle has been studied
using many tools, including those of analytical
geochemistry, observational geophysics, experimentation, and application of physical and chemical
theory. Through combination of these tools, substantial progress has been made in illuminating
partial melting processes and basalt generation,
particularly beneath mid-ocean ridges. One of the
newer tools used to study these processes is MELTS,
which applies thermodynamic models of minerals
and silicate liquid to calculate phase equilibria as a
function of intensive variables and bulk composition
[Ghiorso and Sack, 1995]. For a full description of
the MELTS computational algorithm, constituent
thermochemical models and considerations of application to partial melting problems, see Ghiorso and
Sack [1995] and Hirschmann et al. [1998b].
[3] Major topics addressed with earlier versions of
MELTS include (1) the composition of near-solidus
partial melts of peridotite [Baker et al., 1995;
Hirschmann et al., 1998b, 1999a], (2) the production of melt during adiabatic upwelling [Asimow
et al., 1995, 1997, 2001; Hirschmann et al., 1999b],
(3) the effect of melt-rock reaction on melt and
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residual peridotite composition and the origin of
dunites [Asimow and Stolper, 1999; Kelemen and
Dick, 1995], (4) the effect of addition of water to hot
peridotite on melting [Eiler et al., 2000; Hirschmann
et al., 1999b] and (5) the relationship between
mantle heterogeneity and melt composition [Hirschmann et al., 1998b, 1999a; Schiano et al., 2000].
These studies have demonstrated the unique value of
the thermochemical modeling approach in exploring
processes that cannot be reproduced with experiments or described with simple parametarizations.
Insights gained from these efforts have changed the
way we look at mantle melting and have inspired
new avenues for experimental investigation.
[4] Despite these successes and prospects, application of MELTS to mantle melting has been limited
by a number of critical problems. Predicted compositions of partial melts of peridotite are systematically displaced from experimentally determined
compositions and the relationship between temperature and melt fraction is offset by !100!C relative
to experimental results [Baker et al., 1995; Hirschmann et al., 1998b]. Also, although the effect of
water on solid-liquid phase relations is incorporated
into MELTS, the adopted equation of state for
water fails above 1 GPa. Several less prominent
2 of 36
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imperfections are also present, as discussed in
detail by Hirschmann et al. [1998b]. These deficiencies have limited the value of MELTS as a
quantitative, as opposed to qualitative tool for
exploring the consequences of partial melting during adiabatic upwelling.
[5] In this contribution we outline a number of
refinements to the thermodynamic model for the
silicate liquids incorporated in MELTS that render
an improved ability to calculate phase equilibria
related to partial melting of the shallow mantle.
This revised model is packaged into a computational algorithm with equivalent functionally to
MELTS that we will term pMELTS (the ‘‘p’’ stands
for pressure).

1.1. Overview of the Problem
[6] From afar, recalibration of MELTS to better
predict partial melting of peridotite and related
lithologies may seem like a simple matter. One
may seek to reproduce a selected set of relevant
existing experiments on partial melting of peridotite by using those experiments as calibrates. However, a number of considerations prevent such a
simple solution from being effective. The objections are both practical and philosophical.
[7] From a practical perspective, there are simply
not enough experimental constraints of sufficient
quality on mantle bulk compositions over the temperature (T ), pressure (P) range of interest to
calibrate a set of thermodynamic models that
adequately describe phase equilibria in this system.
Because of the complex nature of igneous phases,
the underlying thermodynamic models used to
describe them necessarily contain too many adjustable parameters to be unambiguously fitted to the
limited existing experimental data set. This problem
is compounded by the important factor that it is not
possible to acquire an experimental data set where
T, P, and phase composition are uncorrelated. Systematic shifts in mineral and liquid compositions
with T and P substantially inhibit isolation of
compositional variables from intensive variables.
This situation exacerbates the tendency for model
parameters calibrated from such a restricted data set
to be correlated and for the resulting model (thermodynamic or otherwise) to be unsuitable for
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extrapolation beyond the domain-space of the set.
In addition, the complexity of performing experiments at high pressure, the difficulty of characterizing the intensive variables of the experiments, and
systematic interlaboratory discrepancies in experimental results render our knowledge of the phaseequilibrium relations involved in mantle melting at
best incomplete and at times contradictory. Systematic interlaboratory errors in unrelated experimental
studies can generate fictitious geochemical trends
that are difficult to recognize and eliminate during
the fitting process.
[8] Aside from the practical issues that prohibit
calibrating a thermodynamic model of mantle melting solely from experiments on partial melting of
peridotite and related lithologies, there is the underlying philosophical issue that motivates work on
MELTS and its descendents. Thermodynamic models are useful and worth constructing because they
provide a framework for extrapolating experimental
results beyond the direct objectives of the experiments. If one is only interested in interpolating,
smoothing, or systematizing experimental observations, then the best method to use is cubic splines
[Press et al., 1992]; the advantages gained in fitting
observations to a thermodynamic formalism do not
outweigh the difficulties and inconvenience if interpolation is all that is to be done with the model. In
practice, however, pragmatic limitations dictate that
experiments almost always involve some simplification and abstraction of the natural process they are
designed to explore. Therefore most comparisons of
experiments to natural occurrences involve some
degree of extrapolation. Furthermore, if we are
interested in performing calculations that are of a
completely different nature than the experimental
results (e.g., predicting the proportion of liquid
during adiabatic, polybaric melting when we have
available experiments detailing coexisting phase
compositions at various T and P), then a thermodynamic formalism is worth the trouble.
[9] Such an ability to extrapolate comes at a cost.
The underlying thermodynamic models for the solid
and liquid phases that constitute the system must be
complex enough to adequately characterize the
energetics of these phases over a compositional, T
and P range that generally far exceeds that of the
3 of 36
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experiments. The models must be internally consistent, follow the rules of thermodynamics derived
from the first and second laws, and consequently
satisfy experimental constraints in addition to those
foremost of interest (e.g., calorimetric constraints on
reference state properties). The consequence for a
computational thermodynamics package like
MELTS (or pMELTS) is that the experimental database of phase equilibria used to calibrate the underlying thermodynamic models must have as broad a
range of bulk compositions and intensive variables
as is feasible. Our philosophy [Ghiorso and Carmichael, 1980; Ghiorso, 1983; Hirschmann and
Ghiorso, 1994; Ghiorso and Sack, 1995] has been
to use experimental data of liquid-solid phase equilibria on bulk compositions that span the entire
range of silicate magma types found in nature and
to reference model calibration to an internally consistent compilation of reference state properties of
minerals [Berman, 1988]. Our specific goal in this
paper is to improve the ability of MELTS to predict
mantle phase-equilibria. We will proceed by refining
the underlying thermodynamic models to achieve
this objective, but we will not do so by excluding
experimental data on other systems. Our goal is to
make pMELTS a superset not a subset of MELTS.

1.2. Brief Thermodynamic Background
[10] MELTS uses methods of computational thermodynamics and thermodynamic models of minerals and melts to compute an equilibrium assemblage
as a function of composition and T, P, or other
intensive thermodynamic variable [Ghiorso, 1997].
The thermodynamic underpinnings of MELTS and
their relevance to modeling partial melting of the
mantle have been extensively discussed and
reviewed in a number of previous papers [Ghiorso
et al., 1983; Ghiorso and Sack, 1995; Hirschmann et
al., 1998b]. Here we briefly review the salient
characteristics of MELTS that are relevant to the
revisions of the model presented in this work. The
thermodynamic models for minerals used in
pMELTS are the same as those used in MELTS
[Ghiorso and Sack, 1995] and therefore will not be
reviewed here. Differences between pMELTS and
MELTS are the result of (1) revisions of the thermodynamic model for the silicate liquid, (2) adoption of
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a new reference model for H2O, and (3) adoption of
the Birch-Murnaghan volume equation of state.
[11] In MELTS and pMELTS, the molar Gibbs free
energy of formation of silicate liquids is given by
the function
G¼

X
i

Xi moi # TS

conf

þ

1 XX
Wij Xi Xj
2 i j

þ RT ½XH2 O lnXH2 O þ ð1 # XH2 O Þln ð1 # XH2 O Þ(;

(1)

where moi is the standard state chemical potentials of
a set of linearly independent compositional endmembers and Xi are their mole fractions (XH2 O
refers specifically to water), S conf is the molar
configurational entropy,
h
Xi ln Xi # R XH2 O ln XH2 O
i
i
þ ð1 # XH2 O Þln ð1 # XH2 O Þ ;

S conf ¼ #R

X

(2)

arising from a set of chemical species taken to be
equivalent to thermodynamic components, and Wij
are a set of adjustable parameters (taken to be
independent of T and P) that account for the
nonideal contributions to mixing as inferred from
experimentally determined compositions of silicate
liquids and coexisting solids. Contributions to G
as a function of T, P, and composition in pMELTS
differs from that of MELTS in the following
ways: (1) some standard state properties of liquid
components (in particular the reference state
enthalpy and entropy) are optimized during model
calibration, whereas in MELTS these quantities
are not adjusted. (2) The P dependence of moi is
modeled using a third-order Birch-Murnaghan
equation of state (EOS). (3) Definitions of
thermodynamic components are modified, resulting in a different S conf and. (4) The Wij have been
refit using an expanded database of experimental
statements of mineral-liquid equilibria and a
modified methodology. The details of these
differences are described in the section 2.

2. New Model Features
2.1. Database Compilation
[12] MELTS is calibrated from an experimental
database of liquid-solid equilibria compiled in
4 of 36
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Figure 1. Pressure frequency histogram of experiments contained in the calibration database for pMELTS.
Experiments included in original MELTS calibration [Ghiorso and Sack, 1995] are indicated by the green fill. Note
that the ordinate is truncated and that true column heights are labeled for the lowest pressure grouping.

1992, and considerable new data have been published since that time. The original database comprised 1593 experiments that yielded 5433
statements of mineral-melt equilibria, including
1644 at P > 105 Pa. Given the predominance of
low-pressure data in the original compilation,
incorporation of new high-pressure data is of central importance to calibration of pMELTS. In
appendix A we list the sources for a revised
compilation. These new sources include material
published after 1992 as well as some experiments
published prior to 1992 but overlooked in the
original compilation. The new database has 2439
experiments which yield 11,394 phase equilibrium
constraints, including 4924 at P > 105 Pa. It should
be noted that the size of a calibration database is not
the only feature to examine when evaluating the

quality of the phase equilibrium data used to
constrain a MELTS-like model. Wide coverage of
composition-temperature-pressure space is also an
important feature (Figures 1 and 2).
[13] One consideration in compilation of a database
of experimental phase equilibria for the purposes of
calibrating thermodynamic models is the accuracy
of reported physical and chemical conditions prevailing in solid media pressure (piston cylinder and
multianvil) devices. Compared to experiments at
one atmosphere or to some in gas media apparatuses,
the T, P, and volatile fugacities of solid media
experiments are less precisely and less accurately
known. For example, standard uncertainties in T and
P of piston cylinder measurements are ±10!C and
0.1 GPa, though in some cases actual uncertainties
5 of 36
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Figure 2. Compositional variation of experimental liquids contained in the calibration database for pMELTS.
Experiments included in original MELTS calibration [Ghiorso and Sack, 1995] are indicated by green circles. Units
are wt %.

can be significantly larger [Hirschmann, 2000;
Longhi, 1998]. For multianvil experiments, pressure
uncertainties are of the order of 0.5 GPa [Luth,
1993], and uncertainties in temperature, though not
well characterized, can easily be several tens of
degrees, owing to large temperature gradients [e.g.,
Herzberg and Zhang, 1997; Walter et al., 1995].
[14] The effect on thermodynamic calibrations of
imperfect characterization of intensive variables
during solid media experiments can be significant.
For example, the chemical potential of a liquid
component defined by a mineral-liquid reaction
such as
Mg2 SiO4
forsterite

,

Mg2 SiO4
liquid

varies by !500 J if the temperature is 10!C different
from the published value. The effect of 0.1 GPa

pressure uncertainty is !100 J. Even larger errors
are suggested when one compares experimental
determinations of a given mineral-liquid reaction
by several laboratories. These errors are typically
of the order of !3–5 kJ [Ghiorso et al., 1983;
Ghiorso and Sack, 1995, this work]. T, P
uncertainties can have a significant deleterious
effect on the quality of the liquid model if they are
systematic rather than random. For example, they
may strongly affect the accuracy of the liquid
model if temperatures or pressures are systematically high or low for a set of experiments that
cover a range of liquid compositions that are not
otherwise well represented in the calibration
database.
[15] A potentially pernicious problem in application
of high-pressure experiments to thermodynamic
model calibration is the presence of uncharacterized
6 of 36
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quantities of volatiles such as H2O and CO2. H2O is
a common contaminant in nominally anhydrous
experiments. For example, Hirschmann et al.
[1998a] documented 0.4 wt % H2O in experimentally produced nominally anhydrous low degree
partial melts of peridotite reported originally by
Baker et al. [1995]. Unfortunately, the amount of
water present in glasses produced in solid media
apparatus experiments depends on assembly material, the drying procedure for the assembly and the
sample powder, the duration of the experiment, and
the proportion of phases with nonnegligible volatile
solubility present in the experimental charge. Consequently, there is no accurate and universal method
for correcting for the amount of water if the liquids
are not characterized. Similarly, liquids from experiments conducted in graphite capsules generally
contain a small quantity of dissolved CO2. Graphite-saturated basaltic liquids have !0.2 wt % CO2 at
1 GPa [Holloway, 1998] and, in some cases, CO2 can
invade charges by diffusion through noble metal
capsules; for example, Gaetani and Grove [1998]
found up to 1.3 wt % CO2 in hydrous melt-mineral
experiments in which graphite was located outside
AuPd capsules. To a lesser extent, some solid
media assemblies may also introduce small
amounts of chlorine, fluorine, and/or boron. Relatively modest quantities of volatiles in nominally
volatile-free experiments can have a significant
effect on the temperature-composition location of
mineral cotectics and, if unaccounted for, can result
in significant error in constraints placed by mineral-melt experiments on liquid thermodynamic
properties.
[16] An additional variable that is typically unconstrained in solid-media apparatus experiments is the
ratio of ferric iron to ferrous iron in silicate liquids
and coexisting solid solutions. Unlike in one
atmosphere experiments, where a known oxygen
fugacity normally allows precise estimation of the
liquid ferric/ferrous ratio [e.g., Kress and Carmichael, 1991], the oxygen fugacity is not well
known in many solid media experiments. Therefore
the speciation of FeO and Fe2O3 in silicate liquids
and coexisting solid solutions in these experiments
is often poorly constrained. For experiments conducted in graphite capsules, most iron in the melt is
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likely to be ferrous, and we calculate Fe2O3 and
FeO in these silicate liquids by assuming that
oxygen fugacity conforms to the C-CO-CO2 buffer
[Huebner, 1971]. This likely represents a small
overestimate of the ferric iron present.

2.2. Modified Set of Standard State
Components
[17] The thermodynamic model for the liquid phase
adopted in MELTS and pMELTS and embodied in
equations (1) and (2) is a highly simplified description of melt energetics in terms of molecular mixing
of a set of hypothetical end-member components.
These hypothetical thermodynamic components are
proxies for actual melt species, which is at best a
crude assumption. The inadequacy of this assumption limits the applicability of the resulting model to
natural-composition liquids. Nonideal contributions
to the energy of mixing are accounted with simple
regular-solution like pairwise interaction energy
terms between these melt species.
[18] Ghiorso and Sack [1995] chose liquid component stoichiometries for MELTS that correspond to
‘‘mineral-like’’ molecules. This was done largely
for convenience of calculation of end-member
properties and to allow MELTS to span a wide
range of liquid compositions. It was not realized at
the time, however, that application of this component set to natural composition liquids caused the
spectrum of liquid composition (expressed as
mole% of the liquid species) to be highly skewed
toward high mole fractions of silica. This can be
visualized in Figure 3, where we have plotted the
liquid compositions from the liquid-solid experimental database discussed above in terms of
mole% of end-member components adopted for
MELTS. Notice that the mole fractions of SiO2
are quite high compared to the mole fractions of
other liquid components whose population centroids lie at roughly 10 mole%. Although there is
nothing wrong in theory with this skewed scatter of
liquid compositions (and the success of MELTS
upholds this), it does present the following difficulty. The free parameters of the liquid thermodynamic model that are used to account for
nonideality and are fitted from the liquid-solid
7 of 36
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Figure 3. Concentration (in mole %) of liquid thermodynamic components defined in MELTS [Ghiorso and Sack,
1995] plotted against mole % of SiO2 in the liquid for experimental liquids contained in the calibration database.
Dashed lines give a reference for equal concentrations.

phase equilibria in the experimental database
[Ghiorso and Sack, 1995] enter into the expression
for the Gibbs energy of the system as quadratic
products of species mole fractions (equation (1)).
The ability for a particular Wij term to influence the
Gibbs energy is therefore proportional to the magnitude of the associated mole fraction product. With
a skewed distribution of liquid compositions, most
of these mole fraction products are small, and
variation in these small products, even if large in
relative proportion, are not given due weight by the
numerical procedures utilized to fit the model to the
database. In effect, fewer model parameters are
operative simply because the input data are not
evenly distributed over the parameter-space
domain. Additionally, this skewed distribution minimizes the influence of the configurational entropy

term (equation (2)) because maximal values of
conf
S
are achieved at the midpoint composition
and the contribution becomes nil at the vertices of
composition-space.
[19] To remedy this situation, we constructed
pMELTS by the method of Barron [1981] in which
the stoichiometry of end-member liquid components in the model is adjusted. We make these
adjustments so that the centroid of compositions in
the experimental database comes closer to the
midpoint of the feasible space (therefore maximizing the importance of the entropy term) and so that
the average value of individual component mole
fractions of major constituents is approximately the
same. Trial and error gives the set of adopted liquid
components for pMELTS. Changes from the
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Figure 4. Concentration (in mole %) of liquid thermodynamic components defined in this paper for pMELTS
plotted against mole % of Si4O8 in the liquid for experimental liquids contained in the calibration database. Dashed
lines give a reference for equal concentrations.

MELTS set include SiO2 ! Si4O8, Al2O3 !
Al4O6, CaSiO3 ! Ca2Si2O6, and Na2SiO3 !
NaSi0.5O1.5; the most important change in stoichiometry being that of the silica component. In
Figure 4 we illustrate component mole fractions
for liquid in the experimental database plotted in
terms of pMELTS components.

2.3. Fitting Standard State Properties
[20] In the thermodynamic model for silicate liquid
contained in MELTS, the standard state is taken to
be unit activity of the pure liquid component at any
T and P. The standard state properties of the liquid
are calculated from corresponding values for solid
phases of matching stoichiomentry [Berman, 1988]
converted to the liquid phase using measured or
estimated enthalpies of fusion (see Appendix B).

They are not adjustable parameters in the MELTS
fit.
[21] In pMELTS we adopt the modified standard
state definition of unit activity of a hypothetical
liquid, referenced to a multicomponent silicate melt
of the specified composition range of naturally
occurring liquids, at unit mole fraction and any T
and P. This means that the standard state includes
any ‘‘melt structure’’ modifications that arise in
passing from the pure liquid to that of a multicomponent melt. For example, it is generally
accepted that Al in Al2O3 liquid is sixfold coordinated. If, as in MELTS, Al2O3 is chosen as a liquid
component and its properties are computed from
the fusion of corundum, then implicitly the Al2O3
liquid component has the energetics of sixfold
coordinated aluminum. If these Al2O3 liquid prop9 of 36
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Figure 5. High-pressure density estimates used to calibrate the liquid EOS for pMELTS. (a) Density determinations
plotted versus pressure. (b) Density determinations plotted versus estimates computed from the MELTS EOS
[Ghiorso and Sack, 1995]. (c) Density determinations plotted versus estimates computed from the pMELTS EOS (this
paper, K’ = 5). Sources of data are as follows: AW [Agee and Walker, 1990, 1993], Miller [Miller, 1991], Fayalite
[Agee, 1992a, 1992b], Circone [Circone and Agee, 1996]; S, sink; F, float; N, neutral bouyancy.

erties are applied to multicomponent silicate liquids
at low pressure, the energetic consequences of the
change in coordination state of Al from sixfold to
fourfold must then be absorbed into the excess
Gibbs energy of mixing. This is what is done in
MELTS, but in pMELTS the pure Al2O3-liquid
thermodynamic properties are adjusted to create a
hypothetical fourfold coordinated Al2O3-liquid.
The disadvantage of the pMELTS liquid standard
state choice is that the adopted properties of the
pure components depend on both the calibration
database and upon the form of the mixing model
for the property of interest. In the pMELTS calibration we have chosen to adjust values of the
enthalpy and entropy of selected liquid end-member properties to accommodate melt structure

changes between the pure liquid and the multicomponent liquids of interest.

2.4. Modified Equation of State (EOS) of
Silicate Liquid
[22] When the silicate liquid thermodynamic model
that forms the core of MELTS was formulated in
the early 1990s, extrapolation of phase equilibria to
mantle pressures was not an anticipated application. Consequently, a very simple EOS,
V ¼ a þ bðT # Tr Þ þ cðP # Pr Þ
þ dðT # Tr ÞðP # Pr Þ þ eðP # Pr Þ2 ;

(3)

was utilized for the liquid phase, with constants a,
b, c, and d taken from the work of Lange and
10 of 36
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Burnham, Holloway and Davis (melt)
Ochs and Lange (melt)
Pitzer and Sterner (pure water)
this model (melt)

22

V (cc/mol)
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18

14
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5

3

7

9

P (GPa)
Figure 6. Analysis of EOS behavior for dissolved H2O in silicate melts and for pure H2O fluid (dotted line, [Pitzer,
1994]). Green line is the original model EOS of Burnham et al. [1969]. Blue straight line is the proposed EOS of Ochs
and Lange [1997]. Red curve is the EOS adopted in this study. In contrast to the functions of Burnham et al. [1969]
and Ochs and Lange [1997], the EOS adopted in this study yields properties of H2O in silicate liquids that remain
similar to those of pure H2O up to high pressure.

Carmichael [1990] and Kress and Carmichael
[1991]. The constant, e, was estimated from fusion
curve analysis [Ghiorso and Sack, 1995]. Application of MELTS to mantle melting demonstrates that
this approximation is inadequate above 2 GPa. We
have replaced this simple EOS with a third-order
Birch-Murnaghan equation,
3
P¼ K
2

"! "2 #)
"! "7 ! "5 #(
Vo 3
Vo 3
3
Vo 3
0
#
#1 ;
1 # ð4 # K Þ
4
V
V
V
ð4Þ

taking values of V 0 and K (for all melt
components excluding water, see section 2.5)
from Lange and Carmichael [1990] and Kress
and Carmichael [1991], and constraining a value
for K’; (see Figure 5) from olivine sink-float
experiments of Agee and Walker [1988,1993] and
shock wave experiments of Miller et al. [1991].

The new formulation affords extrapolation of
liquid properties to !4 GPa and is incorporated
in the pMELTS calibration described in section 3.
Methods of calculating molar Gibbs free energies
of end-member components are discussed in
Appendix B.

2.5. Revised Properties of H2O in
Silicate Liquid
[23] In MELTS, the solubility of water and the
influence of dissolved water on solid-liquid phase
equilibria are described by a thermodynamic model
for dissolved H2O and another for the pure fluid
phase. Ghiorso and Sack [1995] chose to base their
calibration on the Burnham et al. [1969] EOS for
dissolved H2O in the melt and the Haar et al.
[1984] formulation for liquid water, which though
highly accurate and internally consistent with other
11 of 36
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mineral thermodynamic properties [Berman, 1988],
is valid only below 1 GPa. At the time MELTS was
calibrated, it was surmised that the Burnham EOS
was likely restricted to pressures below 1 GPa but
confirming experimental results, even at low pressure, were lacking. As shown in Figure 6, the
Burnham et al. [1969] EOS extrapolates poorly to
elevated pressures.
[24] In pMELTS, we adopt the EOS for pure water
of Pitzer and Sterner [1994]. Although it is slightly
less accurate than the equation of Haar et al.
[1984], it is valid to pressures up to 10 GPa and
is more convenient to utilize than other alternative
EOSs over this extended pressure range.
[25] For the thermodynamic properties of water
dissolved in the silicate melt, we have utilized the
new measurements (and revised calibration of
Burnham et al. [1969]) provided by Ochs and
Lange [1997]. Ochs and Lange [1997] give reference state properties of H2O dissolved in silicate
melt in the form of a simple EOS that is meant to be
applied at pressures up to 1 GPa:
VHo2 O ¼ VHo2 O;Tr ;Pr þ

#
#
@VHo2 O #
@V o #
# ðT # Tr Þ þ H2 O # ðP # Pr Þ:
@T #Tr ;Pr
@P #Tr ;Pr
(5)

When extrapolated to pressures substantially greater than 1 GPa, (5) results in an unrealistically low
partial molar volume of H2O (Figure 6). Consequently, we have chosen to recast the Ochs and
Lange [1997] results into a form compatible with
the Birch-Murnaghan equation. We take the
#
reference@Vvolume
and its temperature derivative
o #
ð VHo O;T ;P ; H2 O #
; Tr ¼ 1673 K; Pr ¼ 105 PaÞ from
@T Tr ;Pr
Ochs and Lange [1997], and adjust a value of K
and K’; in the Birch-Murnaghan equation (e.g.,
equation (4)) to (1) exactly match the result from
equation (5) at 1 GPa and (2) match the compressibility of pure H2O liquid computed from the
EOS of Pitzer and Sterner [1994] at elevated
pressure (see Figure 6). This analysis results in the
model EOS plotted in Figureo 6,
# a value of K’ of
@VH O #
2
3.5, and a revised value of @P #
of #6 ) 10#15
T
;P
r
r
m3/mol-Pa. which should be compared to the
value reported by Ochs and Lange [1997],
#3.82(± 0.36, 1s) ) 1015 m3/mol-Pa.
2

r

r
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2.6. Extended Calibration Statements
[26] The method of calibrating liquid thermodynamic properties from solid-liquid equilibria in
pMELTS is essentially that of MELTS [Ghiorso
and Sack, 1995] with one additional feature. In
pMELTS we have utilized statements of solidliquid equilibria generated from ‘‘redundant’’ (i.e.,
linearly dependent) solid components. The best
way to describe this is by example. Consider an
experiment involving coexisting pyroxene and silicate melt at some T and P. In MELTS, statements
of liquid-solid equilibrium would be written, one
for each independent thermodynamic component in
the pyroxene. Thus if the pyroxene had a composition in the quadrilateral, three calibration equations would be written corresponding to the
quadrilateral pyroxene components chosen by Sack
liq
and Ghiorso [1994]: ð1Þ mpyx
CaMgSi2 O6 ¼mCaMgSi2 O6 ; ð2Þ
liq
pyx
liq
mpyx
CaFeSi2 O6 ¼mCaFeSi2 O6 ; and ð3ÞmMg2 Si2 O6 ¼ mMg2 Si2 O6 :
In the model regression of liquid properties for
pMELTS, we add a redundant regression equation:
liq
mpyx
Fe2 Si2 O6 ¼ mFe2 Si2 O6 , which, because of the reciprocal
solution nature of the pyroxene quadrilateral, is
actually a linearly dependent combination of the
previous three. The reason to add these redundant
equations to the model calibration process is to
increase the stability of the parameter inversion
process and to insure Fe/Mg and other exchange KD
values are modeled properly for each phase. In
practice, the important ‘‘dependent’’ solid component additions in pMELTS include Fe2Si2O6 (ferrosilite), MgAl2SiO6 (Mg-Tschermaks), FeAl2SiO6
(Fe-Tschermaks), and CaAl2SiO6 (Ca-Tschermaks)
in the pyroxenes and MgCr2O4 (picrochromite),
MgFe2O4 (magnesioferrite), and Mg2TiO4 (qandilite) in the spinels.

3. Model Calibration
[27] The calibration database assembled for the
pMELTS regression yields 11,394 solid-liquid
phase equilibrium constraints on the chemical
potentials of liquid components. These are distributed over the phases and end-member solidsolution components as listed in Table 1. Model
calibration is accomplished using standard inversion techniques based upon singular value analysis
12 of 36
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Table 1. Contributions to Regression Problem
Phase

Component

Abbreviation

Olivine
Fayalite
Forsterite

Fa
Fo

Almadine
Grossular
Pyrope

Alm
Grs
Pyr

Diopside
Enstatite
Hedenbergite
Ferrosilite
Mg-Tschermaks
Fe-Tschermaks

ODi
OEn
OHd
OFs
Mat
Fat

Diopside
Enstatite
Hedenbergite
Ferrosilite
Ca-Tschermaks

CDi
CEn
CHd
CFs
Cat

Albite
Anorthite
Sanidine

Ab
An
Sn
Qtz
Try

Na-Nepheline
K-Nepheline

Ne
KNe
Lc
Crn

Chromite
Hercynite
Magnetite
Spinel
Ulvospinel
Mg-Chromite
Mg-Ferrite
Qandilite

Chr
Hrc
Mag
Spn
Ulv
MCh
MFe
Qdn

Geikielite
Hermatite
Ilmenite

Gk
Hm
Il
Wh
Ap
Wat

Garnet

Orthopyroxene

Clinopyroxene

Feldspar

Quartz
Tridymite
Nepheline
Leucite
Corundum
Spinel

Rhombohedral
Oxide

Whitlockite
Apatite
Water

in order to minimize correlation of the extracted
parameters. The rank of the inversion (Table 2) is
estimated by trial and error, utilizing techniques
outlined by Lawson and Hanson [1974]. Interaction parameters between the components Si4O8,
TiO 2 , Al 4 O 6 , Fe 2 O 3 , MgCr 2 O 4 , Fe 2 SiO 4 ,
Mg 2 SiO 4 , Ca 2 Si 2 O 6 , NaSi 0.5 O 1.5 , KAlSiO 4 ,
Ca3(PO4)2, and H2O were fitted to the model

% contribution
21.45
10.70
10.75
2.20
0.75
0.75
0.69
7.46
1.70
2.24
1.52
1.04
0.48
0.48
32.11
10.77
8.11
8.34
3.54
1.36
16.75
8.11
8.21
0.44
0.35
0.18
0.22
0.11
0.11
0.63
0.01
13.11
1.48
3.90
1.66
3.19
1.66
0.79
0.42
0.02
3.36
1.35
0.75
1.26
0.06
0.01
2.10

(Table 3). Additional parameters included adjustments to the standard state enthalpies of the same
components and adjustments to the standard state
entropies of Si 4 O 8 , Al 4 O 6 , Fe 2 O 3 , Fe 2 SiO 4 ,
Mg2SiO4, Ca2Si2O6, and KAlSiO4 (Table 4, with
further details of adopted standard state properties
of liquid components in Tables B1–B3). Selection
of the latter was made by trial and error with the
13 of 36
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Table 2. ANOVA Analysis of Solid-Liquid Regression
Problem

Regression
Residuals
Total

DF

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square

82
11,311
11,393

7,204,050
161,893
7,365,943

87,854.3
14.3129
646.532

F
6,138.12

goal of minimizing the temperature dependence of
model residuals both globally and for individual
mineral-liquid pairs.
[28] The statistics of the model inversion (Table 2)
indicate that the solution is rank deficient as
expected [Ghiorso et al., 1983], as there are significant correlations between liquid components in
the calibration data. This makes it impossible to fix
independent values for all of the interaction terms.
These linear dependencies between components
also mean that uncertainties cannot be assigned to
individual model parameters. The number of independent parameters in the inversion is the calculated problem rank: 82 (Table 2). Because of the
linear dependency in the parameter set, the values
ascribed to these parameters should not be taken
out of context of the liquid model presented here.
These values are meaningful only in the context of
the standard state properties adopted or derived for
the end-member liquid components. In addition,
the parameters are not applicable to simple chemical systems and should not be used for synthetic
liquids with a set of compositional components that
is reduced relative to that found in natural magmatic settings.
[29] The overall fit to residuals of ±3.770 kJ (1s)
is a measure of the average ability to recover the
chemical potential of a solid component of a
mineral phase utilized in the calibration. To provide a sense of the relationship between this value
and the ability of the model to recover experimental saturation temperatures, it is instructive to
consider the analysis of residuals displayed in
Figure 7. In this figure each solid component
end-member utilized in the calibration is plotted
and the average residual for that component and
standard deviation about that average is indicated
by the ordinate position. As an example of how to
interpret these numbers, take the forsterite compo-

10.1029/2001GC000217

nent of olivine, which has an average residual of
0.226 (0.06 ) 3.770) kJ and a standard deviation
of residuals of 2.149 (0.57 ) 3.770) kJ. These
numbers can be translated to offsets in recovery of
experimental temperatures by normalizing by the
entropy of the end-member. Taking average values
of T and P of 1200!C and 0.1 GPa, the entropy of
forsterite is found to be 345.84 J/K-mol [Berman,
1988]. Therefore the forsterite liquid equilibria are
recovered ±2149/345.84 * ±6(1s)!C, and the systematic offset in these residuals is +226/345.84 *
+0.7!C; the plus sign on the systematic offset should
be interpreted as appearance of the phase at higher
temperatures than that indicated experimentally.
[30] As can be seen from Figure 7, there is little
systematic error to the fit for the end-member
components of olivine, orthopyroxene, feldspar,
and for most of the spinel components. The standard deviations of residuals for these minerals imply
temperature uncertainties of the order of ±5!C.
Notable exceptions are the pyrope and almandine
components in garnet, which have average residuals of #3.808 (#1.01 ) 3.770) kJ and #8.030
(#2.13 ) 3.770) kJ, respectively. These numbers
translate to systematic temperature offsets of
#3808/519.17 * #7!C for pyrope and #8030/
522.89 * #15!C for almandine (T and P taken to
be 1200!C and 0.1 GPa, entropies calculated from
Berman [1988]). Note that these temperature offsets are negative, which implies that garnet is too
stable and that calculated garnet compositions will
be too Fe-rich.
[31] Correlations of residuals to temperature and
pressure are statistically insignificant, except at
pressures greater than !3 GPa. This is explored in
some detail below in section 4.3 discussing Walter’s
[1998] garnet peridotite partial melting experiments.
In practical terms, calculations involving pMELTS
should be limited to pressures lower than !3GPa.
[32] The pMELTS calibration residuals represent a
significant improvement over MELTS [Ghiorso
and Sack, 1995], and this is especially true for
experiments in the pressure range 1–2 GPa. The
best way to see the advantages of pMELTS over
MELTS is to compare predictions of phase equilibria against experimental results for a few data
14 of 36
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Table 3. Model Parameter Values
Component

Component

TiO2
Al4O6
Fe2O3
MgCr2O4
Fe2SiO4
Mg2SiO4
Ca2Si2O6
NaSi0.5O1.5
KAlSiO4
Ca3(PO4)2
H2O
Al4O6
Fe2O3
MgCr2O4
Fe2SiO4
Mg2SiO4
Ca2Si2O6
NaSi0.5O1.5
KAlSiO4
Ca3(PO4)2
H2O
Fe2O3
MgCr2O4
Fe2SiO4
Mg2SiO4
Ca2Si2O6
NaSi0.5O1.5
KAlSiO4
Ca3(PO4)2
H2O
MgCr2O4
Fe2SiO4
Mg2SiO4
Ca2Si2O6
NaSi0.5O1.5
KalSiO4
Ca3(PO4)2
H2O
Fe2SiO4
Mg2SiO4
Ca2Si2O6
NaSi0.5O1.5
KAlSiO4
Fe2SiO4
Ca3(PO4)2
H2O
Mg2SiO4
Ca2Si2O6
NaSi0.5O1.5
KAlSiO4
Ca3(PO4)2
H2O
Ca2Si2O6
NaSi0.5O1.5
KAlSiO4
Ca3(PO4)2
H2O
NaSi0.5O1.5
KAlSiO4
Ca3(PO4)2

Si4O8
Si4O8
Si4O8
Si4O8
Si4O8
Si4O8
Si4O8
Si4O8
Si4O8
Si4O8
Si4O8
TiO2
TiO2
TiO2
TiO2
TiO2
TiO2
TiO2
TiO2
TiO2
TiO2
Al4O6
Al4O6
Al4O6
Al4O6
Al4O6
Al4O6
Al4O6
Al4O6
Al4O6
Fe2O3
Fe2O3
Fe2O3
Fe2O3
Fe2O3
Fe2O3
Fe2O3
Fe2O3
MgCr2O4
MgCr2O4
MgCr2O4
MgCr2O4
MgCr2O4
MgCr2O4
MgCr2O4
MgCr2O4
Fe2SiO4
Fe2SiO4
Fe2SiO4
Fe2SiO4
Fe2SiO4
Fe2SiO4
Mg2SiO4
Mg2SiO4
Mg2SiO4
Mg2SiO4
Mg2SiO4
Ca2Si2O6
Ca2Si2O6
Ca2Si2O6
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Table 3. (continued)
W, J

Component

Component

W, J

15,094.7
#296,975.2
#164,027.4
37,459.2
#18,841.4,
#33,833.5
#34,232.9
#59,822.7
#102,706.5
37,519.9
#45,181.6
#144,804.9
#212,292.3
#22,455.8
9,324.2
16,355.6
#9,471.5
22,194.2
#3,744.0
65,544.0
70,663.0
#393,566.0
#269,339.7
#200,788.1
#192,709.0
#270,700.8
#205,068.6
#114,506.5
#176,584.1
#161,944.4
201,536.3
#211,493.4
#196,914.9
#146,008.1
#123,728.7
#130,847.5
#126,339.8
#114,508.6
#74,759.0
#3,638.5
48,337.5
#43,302.5
124,517.4
#74,759.0
13,004.3
#18.9
#28,736.4
#28,573.8
#4,723.9
22,245.0
4,909.8
9,769.4
574.1
9,272.3
36,512.7
#6,766.8
24,630.1
7,430.3
19,927.4
88,993.1

H2 O
KAlSiO4
Ca3(PO4)2
H2 O
Ca3(PO4)2
H2 O
H2 O

Ca2Si2O6
NaSi0.5O1.5
NaSi0.5O1.5
NaSi0.5O1.5
KAlSiO4
KAlSiO4
Ca3(PO4)2

#1,583.7
#1,102.3
#13,062.6
13,043.1
85,064.0
35,572.8
53,448.7

sets that were not included in the calibration database. We choose to examine three experimental
studies to highlight the advantages and disadvantages of pMELTS in application to mantle melting.

4. Discussion
4.1. Prediction of Partial Melting Of
Peridotite
[33] To illustrate the behavior of pMELTS for
application to problems of partial melting of the
mantle, we compare pMELTS calculations to partial
melting experiments of MM3 peridotite at 1 GPa
[Baker and Stolper, 1994; Baker et al., 1995;
Hirschmann et al., 1998a]. An extensive comparison between MELTS calculations and these experiments is given by Hirschmann et al. [1998b]. The
MM3 experiments were not used in the calibration
of either MELTS or pMELTS. As will be seen,
pMELTS calculations reproduce the experimental
results more accurately than MELTS.
[34] Relative to experiments, a given melt fraction
requires higher temperature in pMELTS calculations

Table 4. Corrections to Standard State Properties
Component

H, kJ

S, J/K

Si4O8
TiO2
Al4O6
Fe2O3
MgCr2O4
Fe2SiO4
Mg2SiO4
Ca2Si2O6
NaSi0.5O1.5
KAlSiO4
Ca3(PO4)2

69.753
#16.941
43.463
163.653
7.2386
13.739
7.9119
#21.863
#20.029
#16.015
13.197

45.580
#25.166
25.413
6.424
12.777
#2.266
#7.311
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1σ residuals = 3.770 kJ

σ residuals

0.4

Fat
Mat

CDi

A

OFs

Cat

-1

-0.5

0

Hrc
An

Il
Gk

Sn

Spn

Ab

Chr

Mag

MCh

-0.5

Ulv

-1
-1.5

1

0.5

Hm Qdn

0.5
0

Fa

Fo

-0.2

-1.5

MFe

B

-1.5

-1

-0.5

0

1

0.5

1.5

Try

1
σ residuals

OEn
CEn
CHd
OHd

ODi

0

-0.4

σ residuals

CFs

0.2

Qtz
Ap

Grs

0

Lc

Wh

Crn

Ne

-1

Wat

Pyr

-2

Alm

C

-7

-5

-3

-1

1

3

σ dependent (1σ = 25.427 kJ)

Figure 7. Analysis of residuals associated with calibration of the experimental database to the pMELTS liquid
thermodynamic model. Residuals (ordinate) are expressed in units of standard deviation, where one standard
deviation is 3.770 kJ and represents the uncertainty in estimation of the chemical potential of the endmember solid
from the associated liquid composition at the T and P of the experiment. The abscissa is the dependent variable
associated with the model inversion, which is the average contribution of liquid mixing properties to the regressed fit
of solid-liquid equilibria for that mineral. It is given in units of standard deviation, where 1s is !25 kJ. The dashed
horizontal red lines correspond to an average residual of zero. The size of the symbols reflects the number of solidliquid pairs of that type in the calibration database. Error bars are ±2s. Vertical displacement of a solid-liquid pair
from the zero line represents systematic error.

(Figure 8). The offset ranges from negligible near
2% melting to 60!C near 10% and averages !50!C
over the range of melt fractions from 0 to 25%. This
discrepancy, discussed in greater detail below, is
unsatisfactory, but is reduced markedly relative to

the 100!C mismatch between these experiments and
MELTS calculations [Hirschmann et al., 1998b].
[35] One of the chief inaccuracies of the original
MELTS calibration was prediction of the concen16 of 36
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CalTech Experiments
MELTS
pMELTS (this paper)
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Figure 8. MELTS [Ghiorso and Sack, 1995] and pMELTS (this paper) estimates of the temperature dependence of
the liquid fraction (F, in %) formed by partial melting of MM3-composition peridotite at 1 GPa compared to the
experimental results reported by Baker and Stolper [1994] and Hirschmann et al. [1998a].

tration of SiO2 in partial melts of peridotite, which
was displaced to systematically lower concentrations than those indicated by experiments. Predicted SiO2 content of partial melts coexisting
with fertile lherzolite residua at 1 GPa and at
modest melt fraction (5–20%) is !51–52.5 wt%,
compared with !47% in original MELTS and
49.5–52% in the experiments (Figure 9). Over the
majority of this melting range, pMELTS predictions
are !1% higher in SiO2 than that indicated by
experiments, a discrepancy that is well within the
interlaboratory variability of compositions of partial
melts of peridotite at modest melt fraction (see
comparisons by Kushiro [1998]). The near-solidus
increases in the silica content of the liquid indicated
by experiments [Baker et al., 1995; Hirschmann et
al., 1998a; Kushiro, 1996; Pickering-Witter, 2000;
Schwab, 2001] and predicted by MELTS [Baker et
al., 1995; Hirschmann et al., 1998b, 1998a] are also
reproduced by the pMELTS calculations, although

the magnitude of the calculated increase is less
pronounced than that indicated by the experiments.
[ 36 ] Calculated liquid concentrations of other
major oxides except MgO show excellent agreement with experimental liquids (Figure 10). The
trends for Al2O3, FeO, and CaO calculated with
pMELTS match the experimental trends as well as
or better than trends calculated with MELTS.
Predicted concentrations of Al2O3, CaO, and FeO
all agree with experimental data to better than 1
wt%. Calculated MgO is improved relative to
MELTS over much of the melting interval, except
near the solidus, where the pMELTS trend predicts
MgO concentrations that are too high (Figure 10).
This discrepancy is partly related to the temperature
offset discussed above.
[37] Minor oxides Na2O and TiO2 also show good
agreement between calculations and experiments.
The maximum in TiO2, first noted in experiments
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CalTech Experiments
MELTS
pMELTS (this paper)

Wt % SiO2

53

51

49

47
5

10

15

20

25

F
Figure 9. MELTS [Ghiorso and Sack, 1995] and pMELTS (this paper) estimates of the concentration of SiO2 in
liquids formed by partial melting of MM3-composition peridotite at 1 GPa compared to the experimental results
reported by Baker and Stolper [1994] and Hirschmann et al. [1998a]. F denotes the % fraction of liquid.

and MELTS calculations in Baker et al. [1995] and
corroborated by Robinson et al. [1998] and Pickering-Witter and Johnston [2000], is also present in
pMELTS, but in pMELTS the maximum is closer
to experimental observations (Figure 10a). Predicted Na2O in the liquid also agrees well with
the experiments and is much improved relative to
that predicted by MELTS (Figure 9). Strong nearsolidus enrichments in alkalis are expected to
reduce isobaric and polybaric (adiabatic) melt productivity, relative to values prevailing at higher
melt fractions [Asimow et al., 1997, 2001; Hirschmann et al., 1999b; Robinson et al., 1998]. Because
the alkali contents predicted by MELTS are exaggerated, low near-solidus productivity is also exaggerated.
[38] Calculated modes of residual minerals are
compared to the MM3 experiments in Figure 11.

There is excellent agreement for olivine and
orthopyroxene (opx) in pMELTS. In contrast,
MELTS predicts more opx and less olivine than
indicated by experiments. The improved match for
liquid silica concentration (Figure 9) is related to
the improved match to predicted opx and olivine
modes, just as the overstabilization of opx relative
to olivine at 1 GPa was an important cause of the
low silica liquids predicted by MELTS [Hirschmann et al., 1998b]. In pMELTS, clinopyroxene
(cpx) is exhausted near 21% melting, in good
agreement with experiments (see CaO versus F
plot, Figure 10) and more accurate than MELTS,
which calculated cpx exhaustion to be at 18%.
However, proportions of calculated cpx are too
high, while that of liquid is too low. In other
words, the temperature offset indicated in Figure 8
can be thought of largely as an overstabilization of
cpx relative to liquid. Liquid and cpx have similar
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Figure 10. Compositions of partial melts estimated using pMELTS for partial melting of MM3-composition
peridotite at 1 GPa compared to experimental results reported by Baker and Stolper [1994], Hirschmann et al.
[1998a], and Baker (personal communication, 2000). F denotes the % fraction of liquid.

compositions, so discrepancies between calculated
and experimental cpx and liquid modes exert
small influence on predicted liquid compositions.
[39] A significant outstanding problem is that
pMELTS requires higher temperatures to achieve a
given melt fraction of peridotite at 1 GPa than that
indicated by experiments. Notably, the maximum
offset (!60!C) is reduced relative to MELTS
(100!C). Although it is likely that most of the offset
is the result of inaccuracies in pMELTS, a portion of
the discrepancy may lie in the small but poorly
characterized volatile content of most nominally
anhydrous piston cylinder experiments (as discussed
in section 2.1). ‘‘Phantom’’ volatiles may increase
the amount of liquid present, thereby causing apparent underprediction of melt fraction in the corresponding anhydrous calculation. However, owing to
incompatible behavior of H2O in residual mantle
minerals, H2O concentration in the liquid, and thus

its effect on melt fraction, should be greatest in the
first few percent of melting. The mismatch between
calculated and observed melt fractions is present to
relatively high F (Figure 8). However, CO2 concentrations are partially buffered by the presence of
graphite and should vary less with melt fraction.

4.2. Experiments of Falloon et al. [1999]
[40] Experiments pertaining to partial melting of
peridotite are reported by Falloon et al. [1999].
These experiments, performed at 1 and 1.5 GPa,
were conceived as tests of the experimental results
of the Caltech group on MM3 composition peridotite [e.g., Baker and Stolper, 1994; Baker et al.,
1995; Hirschmann et al., 1998a]. They include
both partial melting experiments and crystallization runs employing compositions similar to the
partial melts described by Baker and Stolper
[1994] and Baker et al. [1995]. Therefore the
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Figure 11. Phase proportions estimated using pMELTS for partial melting of MM3-composition peridotite at 1 GPa
compared to experimental results reported by Baker and Stolper [1994] and Baker (personal communication, 2000).

Falloon et al. [1999] experiments provide the
opportunity to compare the predictions of
pMELTS to an independent data set with compositions and run conditions related to those of the
Caltech experiments.
[41] The crystallization experiments of Falloon et
al. [1999] were performed to test whether the glass
compositions reported from 1 GPa peridotite partial
melting experiments by Baker and Stolper [1994]
and Baker et al. [1995] are in equilibrium with an
appropriate peridotite residual assemblage at the

reported conditions. Hirschmann et al. [1998a]
presented revised analyses of glass compositions
from the original experiments conducted by Baker
and Stolper [1994] and Baker et al. [1995].
Because these reflect partial melt compositions
more accurately than the mixtures employed by
Falloon et al. [1999], the crystallization experiments are not a strict test of the partial melting
study. However, comparison between pMELTS and
these experiments may improve understanding of
the relative contributions of experimental artifact
and calculation bias to the mismatches described in
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Figure 12. Comparison of pMELTS estimates of phase proportions to Falloon et al. [1999] results from
‘‘crystallization’’ experiments of MM3-derived melts at 1 GPa. Vertical bars denote pMELTS estimates and arrows
indicate experimentally derived quantities. Falloon et al. [1999] report the assemblage liquid, cpx, opx, feldspar for
experiment T4253 but give no abundance data. Numbers and labels of experiments refer to the original paper.

section 4.1. It may also provide some insight
regarding the magnitude and significance of the
disagreements between the two sets of experiments.
[42] We compare pMELTS calculations and Falloon
et al.’s [1999] crystallization experiments on the
same bulk composition at equivalent T, P conditions in Figure 12. Experiments T4279 and T4278
yielded !100% liquid and corresponding pMELTS
calculations predict between 94 and 100% liquid.
Experiment T4244 contained !5% opx, and this is
matched by the pMELTS calculation. Experiments
T4277, T4245, and T4275 all contained small
amounts of cpx, and this is also predicted by
pMELTS, but the predicted proportion of cpx is
in all cases greater than the experimentally determined value. Experiment 4253 is reported to be
highly crystalline and contain cpx, plagioclase, and

olivine; pMELTS predicts !30% glass, with cpx,
plagioclase, and a small proportion of opx. Note
that pMELTS predicts crystallization of small
amounts of Cr-rich spinel in most cases, but spinel
was not observed in the experiments. The chief
discrepancies between Falloon et al.’s [1999]
experimental results and pMELTS are that
pMELTS predicts too much cpx and too little
liquid. This is most evident for experiments
T4273, T4277, and T4245. This discrepancy is
identical to that between pMELTS and the experiments on MM3 reported by the Caltech group
(summarized in section 4.1), although the comparison between pMELTS and Falloon et al.’s [1999]
estimated proportions is more favorable. Nevertheless, these ‘‘crystallization’’ experiments highlight the difficulty of correctly estimating the cpx/
liquid ratio in peridotite melting with pMELTS.
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Figure 13. Estimates of phase proportions in MM3-bulk composition calculated by pMELTS compared to results of
melting experiments performed by Falloon et al. [1999] at 1 GPa. Vertical lines are labeled by experimentally
determined phase assemblages. Calculations are denoted by labeled regions.

[43] Results of the peridotite partial melting experiments of Falloon et al. [1999] are displayed in
Figures 13, 14, and 15, along with estimates of
phase proportions calculated using pMELTS. For
MM3 at 1 GPa (Figure 13) the location of the onset
of crystallization of olivine, opx, spinel, plagioclase
and the location of the solidus compares favorably.
As in the pMELTS comparison to Falloon et al.’s
[1999] crystallization experiments, the onset of cpx
crystallization appears 20!– 30!C higher than
experimentally indicated. Similar remarks apply
to the 1.5 GPa partial melting experiments (Figure
14). The experimentally determined location of the
solidus at 1.5 GPa agrees well with pMELTS
calculations. Results of calculations and experiments for KLB-1 peridotite at 1 GPa are in very
good agreement with the exception of onset of

clinopyroxene crystallization, which is offset by
about 20!C (Figure 15).
[44] In summary, pMELTS does a very good job of
reproducing Falloon et al.’s [1999] experiments
with the proviso that appearance of cpx in pMELTS
is offset to higher T by !25!C and that the cpx/liquid
proportion is consequently offset during initial crystallization of cpx. As the liquid and cpx are very
similar in major element composition, this discrepancy has a small effect on major element liquid
composition. It is interesting to note that the partial
specific Gibbs free energy calculated by pMELTS
for liquid and cpx in the composition range found in
these experiments is very similar, and this implies
that the over-stabilization of cpx in pMELTS calculations is caused by a small energetic inaccuracy.
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Figure 14. Estimates of phase proportions in MM3-bulk composition calculated by pMELTS compared to results of
melting experiments performed by Falloon et al. [1999] at 1.5 GPa. Vertical lines are labeled by experimentally
determined phase assemblages. Calculations are denoted by labeled regions.

[45] Comparison of pMELTS calculations to both
the Caltech MM3 experiments and those of Falloon et al. [1999] are marred by the same inaccuracy, the overstablization of cpx in the calculations.
Given the different experimental approaches of
these studies and the fact that the studies include
both partial melting and crystallization experiments, we infer that the problem resides with
pMELTS rather than with the experimental studies.
The fact that the discrepancies with the calculations are in the same sense for both studies
corroborates the conclusions of Kushiro [2001]
and of Schwab and Johnston [2001] that the
experimental studies are largely in agreement.
However, it is interesting to consider why the
discrepancy between calculations and experiments
is smaller for the Falloon et al. experiments than
for the Caltech experiments.

[46] Compared to the Caltech experiments, those of
Falloon et al. [1999] require systematically higher
temperatures for the same phase assemblage or
liquid composition. For example, whereas Baker
et al. [1995] bracketed the 1 GPa solidus of MM3
peridotite between 1240! and 1250!C, Falloon et al.
[1999] bracket it between 1250! and 1275!C. The
crystallization experiments of Falloon et al. [1999]
yield liquidus temperatures that are higher by as
much as 50!C than those indicated by the original
partial melting experiments of Baker et al. [1995].
Some of these differences undoubtedly reflect the
near-absence of K2O and H2O in bulk compositions
used by Falloon et al. [1999], as the analyses
reported by Hirschmann et al. [1998a] indicate that
these components are non-negligible in the lowmelt fraction partial melting experiments from
Caltech. However, as noted by Schwab and John23 of 36
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Figure 15. Estimates of phase proportions in KLB-1-bulk composition calculated by pMELTS compared to results
of melting experiments performed by Falloon et al. [1999] at 1 GPa. Vertical lines are labeled by experimentally
determined phase assemblages. Calculations are denoted by labeled regions.

ston [2001], many of the systematic differences
between the Falloon et al. and Caltech experiments
are almost completely eliminated when they are
compared as a function of liquid MgO content
rather than temperature. Because MgO concentrations in otherwise similar liquids in equilibrium
with peridotite residual minerals are generally a
good indicator of temperature, there may be a
systematic offset in the accuracy of the W/Re
thermocouples used in the two studies. Such an
offset would not be surprising, given the wellknown problems with accurate temperature measurement in solid-media devices discussed in section
2.1. Therefore the marginally better agreement of
pMELTS with the experiments of Falloon et al.
[1999] may suggest that a preponderance of highpressure experiments used for calibration of

pMELTS had temperature measurements more consistent with those reported by Falloon et al. [1999].

4.3. Garnet Peridotite Melting Experiments
of Walter [1998]
[47] The 3–7 GPa garnet peridotite partial melting
experiments of Walter [1998] provide an opportunity to examine extrapolation of the pMELTS
calibration to higher pressures. For each mineral
saturated in the experiments, we examine the
calculated saturation-state of the principal components (forsterite, pyrope, etc.). In Figure 16, the
departure of msolid
# mliquid
from zero gives the
i
i
predicted saturation affinity, with positive values
representing undersaturation, negative values representing supersaturation, and zero indicating equi24 of 36
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Figure 16. Analysis of experimental results from Walter [1998] on partial melting of peridotite to pressures of 7 GPa.
Figure 16a shows pressures and temperatures of the experiments. Figure 16b shows a measure of model versus
experimental misfit (ordinate, see text) plotted versus temperature of the experiment. Each data point represents a
principal end-member component (e.g., Mg2SiO4 or Fe2SiO4 in olivine, Mg3Al2Si3O12 in garnet, etc.) of a mineral
# mliquid
, is the difference
observed in a particular experiment. The location of each data point along the ordinate, msolid
i
i
in chemical potential of the mineral component and the weighted sum of chemical potentials of liquid components
necessary to construct the mineral component stoichiometry. Thus, according to the calculation, mineral end-members
that plot above the zero-line are undersaturated, and those that plot below are super-saturated. To illustrate the
relationship between relative degrees of supersaturation or undersaturation, we can examine one of the most
pronounced discrepancies between the calculations and Walter’s experiments: at 1835!C and 7 GPa, run 70.09
produced liquid, olivine, garnet and orthopyroxene (the vertical cluster of points third from the left). If pMELTS is run
with the reported liquid composition at the experimental T and P, the result is !23 wt % garnet and 77 wt % residual
liquid. In order to bring olivine into saturation with the reported liquid composition in pMELTS, the temperature must
be lowered to 1514!C. Similarly orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene saturation are calculated when T is lowered to
1775!C and 1722!C, respectively. The temperature has to be raised to 2177!C to bring garnet into calculated
equilibrium with this liquid.

librium (see Figure 16 caption for further details).
For pyroxene components, calculated departures
from equilibrium are small to pressures of 6 GPa
(T ! 1775!C), indicating that pyroxene-liquid
equilibria are well modeled by pMELTS up to this
pressure. However, olivine and garnet saturation
are not reproduced accurately and the mismatch
increases with pressure. Olivine becomes increasingly undersaturated with increasing pressure. The

greater scatter in residuals for fayalite relative to
those for forsterite are a consequence of the low
fayalite concentration in calculated olivine compositions and of uncertainties regarding the oxygen
fugacities of the experiments. With pressure, the
pyrope and almandine (but not grossular) components of garnet become increasingly supersaturated.
These systematic discrepancies demonstrate that
the deficiencies of pMELTS become more pro25 of 36
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nounced with increasing pressure in the garnet
peridotite facies.
[ 48 ] The underlying cause of the failure in
pMELTS over the 3–7 GPa pressure interval is
difficult to isolate with certainty, but there is considerable reason to suspect that it lies in the
assumed equation of state for the liquid. The
problem is not likely to be from the assumed
energetic response of the minerals to increasing
pressure, as the EOSs for forsterite and pyrope are
known to pressures of 10 GPa [Berman, 1988];
although calibration points are restricted to
T < 1000!C. It is plausible that the cause is in the
model for the entropy of the liquid and that the
apparent failure at high pressure is in fact a failure
at high temperature (e.g., Figure 16a). For example,
the systematic misfits for olivine and garnet components illustrated in Figure 16b can be accounted
for by a correction to the partial molar entropy of
the X2SiO4 and X3Al2Si3O12 liquid ‘‘components’’
of 62 and #60 J/K, respectively. These represent
extraordinarily large corrections; in the case of
olivine, they are comparable in magnitude to the
entropy of fusion. If the values for the entropy of
these liquid components were so far from correct,
we would expect a pronounced temperaturedependence to the residuals for the subset of the
mineral-liquid calibration data from low pressure
and this is not the case for either component of the
olivine. It thus seems likely that the misfit arises
from the choice of the liquid EOS. Correcting the
offsets in Figure 16b requires adjustment to the
partial molar volume of X2SiO4 and X3Al2Si3O12
components of #7 ) 10#6 and +4 ) 10#6 m3/mol,
respectively. Although these corrections are not
small, they are plausible under the assumption that
the pressure derivative of the compressibility of
silicate melts is a strong function of pressure and
composition.
[49] Recall from the discussion above that the
liquid EOS chosen for pMELTS is defined by
volumetric and derivative property measurements
at 105 Pa, a model equation corresponding to a 3rdorder Birch-Murnaghan EOS (equation (4)), and an
estimate of K’; derived from high-pressure density
determinations on molten liquids. Critical to appli-

10.1029/2001GC000217

cation of the Birch-Murnaghan EOS to the liquid
state is an understanding that the compressibility of
the melt is much larger than the compressibility of
the corresponding solid, and this results in compressions on the order of 30% at 10 GPa. Consequently, in the case of a liquid, the K’; in (4)
becomes an influential parameter at pressures as
low as 3 Gpa, and it is the only parameter in the
Birch-Murnaghan EOS that compensates for the
volumetric consequences of coordination changes
of cations in the melt with pressure. Our assumption that K’; is independent of both pressure and
composition is undoubtedly a gross simplification
which may very well be the cause of the failure
pMELTS at pressures greater than 3 GPa.
[50] In our view it is likely that the residual
patterns displayed by Walter’s [1998] data set in
Figure 16b point to the need for a more sophisticated description of the EOS of silicate liquids at
pressures in excess of 3 GPa. The K0 value in
these liquids must certainly be compositionally
dependent as has been found by researchers who
have attempted to apply the Birch-Murnaghan
EOS to fusion curve analysis in simpler systems
[e.g., Rigden et al., 1989] and is also likely to be
temperature dependent. In addition, structural
changes in the liquid induced by pressure will
probably require a pressure dependence of K’; or
abandonment of the Birch-Murnaghan form
entirely and adoption of an alternative EOS. One
promising refinement is the adoption of a homogenous speciation model for the liquid phase that
explicitly accounts for pressure-induced coordination shifts of cations. These considerations are the
subject of ongoing research in extending MELTS/
pMELTS to higher-pressure conditions. The conclusion to be drawn at this stage from analysis of
Walter’s [1998] multianvil data is not to apply
pMELTS at pressures in excess of 3 GPa without
due consideration of the phases involved and the
likely errors that will arise.

Appendix A. Data Sources for the
pMELTS Calibration Database
[51] Asterisks indicate Post-MELTS data sources.
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where

Appendix B.Calculation of End-Member
Liquid and Solid Gibbs Free Energies at
Elevated Temperature and Pressure

are obtained along the reference isobar and
combined with the pressure-integral of the solid
equation of state:

DSt;T;Pr ¼

[152] The molar Gibbs free energy (standard state
chemical potential) of end-member solids at elevated temperature and pressure is calculated by
integration along a path comprising a constant
pressure and constant temperature segment. Apparent molar enthalpy,

DHsol;T ;Pr ¼ DHf ;Tr ;Pr þ

Z

DHt;T ;Pr ¼

CP;sol dT þ DHt;T ;Pr ;

and entropy,

CP;l dT
RT
DHt þ Trt CP;l dT
Tr

Ssol;T ;Pr ¼ STr ;Pr þ

Z

T

Tr

CP;l
Tr T dT
R Tt CP;l
DHt
Tt þ Tr T

T < Tt
dT

T + Tt

Z

P

Vsol dP:

Pr

Appropriate thermodynamic constants for the
relevant solids utilized in pMELTS are taken
directly from the MELTS database [see Ghiorso
and Sack, 1995, Appendix].
[153] The molar Gibbs free energy of end-member
liquids is obtained by calculating the molar
enthalpy and entropy of the corresponding solid
of the same stoichiometry up to the fusion temperature at the reference pressure. To these values we
apply the enthalpy and entropy of fusion (DHfus =
TfusDSfus and DSfus, respectively) to obtain the
molar enthalpy and molar entropy of the corresponding liquid. We complete the integration from
the fusion temperature to the final temperature by
employing the liquid heat capacity. The combined

where
(RT

RT

DGsol;T ;P ¼ DHsol;T ;Pr # TSsol;T;Pr þ

T

Tr

(

T < Tt
T > Tt

CP;sol
dT þ DSt;T ;Pr ;
T

Table B1. Enthalpy, Entropy, and Heat Capacity Coefficientsa
Component

DHf ;Tr ;Pr

STr ;Pr

c0

c1 ) 10#2

Si4O8
TiO2
Al4O6
Fe2O3
MgCr2O4
Fe2SiO4
MnSi1/2O2
Mg2SiO4
NiSi1/2O2
CoSi1/2O2
Ca2Si2O6
NaSi1/2O3/2
KAlSiO4
Ca3(PO4)2
H2O

#3555755
#961691
#3307937
#658347
#1776401
#1465621
#866000
#2166508
#697650
#707050
#3276717
#800742
#2127829
#4083972
664

229.696
50.460
76.474
112.813
106.02
157.354
77.950
106.787
64.050
71.300
168.292
56.923
126.654
235.978
9.219

334.04
77.84
310.04
146.86
201.981
248.93
109.95
238.64
107.499
100.524
282.32
117.39
186.0
402.997

#14.988
0
#16.568
0
#5.519
#19.239
#6.355
#20.013
#5.1538
#0.185
#8.344
#11.095
0
#28.0835

a

Tr = 298.15 K, Pr = 105 Pa, DHf ;Tr ;Pr : J/mol, STr ;Pr : J/K-mol, CP;sol ¼ c0 þ pc1ﬃﬃTﬃ þ Tc22 þ Tc33 : J/K-mol.

c2 ) 10#5
#98.216
#33.678
#77.228
#55.768
#57.844
0
#10.248
0
#24.723
#35.905
#117.152
0
#131.067
0

c3 ) 10#7
112.028
40.294
81.816
52.563
57.729
#13.910
8.826
#11.624
31.188
45.025
188.148
6.765
213.893
#32.6230
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Table B2. Properties Related to Second Order Phase
Transitions of Reference Solidsa
Component

Tt

DHt

l1 ) 102

l2 ) 105

Fe2O3
KAlSiO4
Ca3(PO4)2

955
800
1373

1287
1154
14059

#7.403
#7.096
2.543

27.921
21.682
19.255

a

For the liquid, the chosen equation of state is the
third-order Birch-Murnaghan equation,
2
3
! "7 ! "5=
3
3 4 V0 =3
V0
5
P¼ K
#
2
Vliq
Vliq

Tt: K, DHt : J/mol, CP,l = T(l1 + l2T)2:J/K-mol.

8
2
39
! "2=
<
=
3
3
V
0
#15 ;
, 1 # ð4 # K 0 Þ4
:
;
Vliq
4

result yields the molar Gibbs free energy of the
liquid end-member at the reference pressure:

Z

DGliq;T ;Pr ¼ DHsol;Tfus ;Pr þ Tfus DSfus þ
!
Z
, Ssol;Tfus ;Pr þ

T
Tr

T

Tr

CP;liq dT # T

V0 ¼ VTr ;Pr þ

V0
#
@2 V #
@P Tr ;Pr þ@T @P Tr ;Pr ðT

P

Pr

# Tr Þ

;

and K0 is taken to be 5 for anhydrous melts (see
text; K0 for the H2O component is taken at 3.5).
Appropriate values for the required liquid volumetric properties are provided in Table B1.

[154] The molar Gibbs free energy of liquid endmember components at elevated pressure is
obtained from

Vliq dP:

#
@V ##
ðT # Tr Þ;
@T #Tr ;Pr

K ¼ # @V #
#

Values of the constants required to perform this
computation are provided in Table B1.

Z

ðB1Þ

where V0 and K are taken to be the volume and
bulk modulus, respectively, at T and the reference
pressure

"
CP;liq
dT :
T

DGliq;T;P ¼ DGliq;T ;Pr þ
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[155] The integral in equation (A1) is easily evaluated following a method suggested by Asimow

ðB1Þ

Table B3. Volume and Thermoelastic Coefficientsa
Component

VTr ;Pr ) 105

Si4O8
TiO2
Al4O6
Fe2O3
MgCr2O4
Fe2SiO4
MnSi1/2O2
Mg2SiO4
NiSi1/2O2
CoSi1/2O2
Ca2Si2O6
NaSi1/2O3/2
KAlSiO4
Ca3(PO4)2
H2O

10.760
2.316
7.422
4.213
5.358
5.420
2.84
4.980
2.48
2.30
8.694
2.784
6.8375
10.7382
2.775

a

#

@V #
9
@P Tr ;Pr )10

0.0
7.246
5.24
9.09
11.71
5.84
2.92
5.24
2.92
2.92
5.84
3.71
7.265

10.86

Tr = 1673 K, Pr = 105 Pa, VTr ;Pr : J/mol,
J/K-mol.

@V #
@T Tr ;Pr

#

#

@V #
15
@P Tr ;Pr )10

#7.56
#2.31
#4.52
#2.53
#2.26
#2.79
#1.40
#1.35
#1.40
#1.40
#3.10
#2.15
#6.40
0.0
#6.00

: J/K-Pa-mol,

@V #
@P Tr ;Pr

#

@2 V #
@T @P Tr ;Pr

#

) 1018

5.2
0.0
5.4
3.1
1.8
#2.3
#1.15
#1.3
#1.15
#1.15
#3.2
#2.65
#4.6
0.0

: J/Pa2-mol,

2
@2 V #
@T @P Tr ;Pr :J/K-Pa -mol,

#

Tfus

DSfus

CP,liq

1999
1870
2320
1895
2673
1490
1620
2163
1923
1688
1817
1361
2023
1943

17.84
35.82
97.22
60.41
73.22
59.9
27.6
57.2
29.0
29.0
63.0
19.17
24.5
35.69

330.4
109.2
340.6
240.9
335.1
240.2
121.6
271.0
119.3
125.3
344.8
90.1
217
575

Tfus : K, DSfus : J/K-mol, CP,liq :
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(P. Asimow, personal communication, 2000). First
we define
2
3
! "2
1 4 V0 =3 5
#1
f ¼
2
Vliq

ðB3Þ

from which equation (B1) reduces to
%
&
5=
3
0
2
1 # f ð4 # K Þ :
P ¼ 3Kf ð2f þ 1Þ
2

Next we rewrite the pressure integral in equation
(B1) utilizing integration-by-parts:
P

Z

Vliq dP ¼ PVliq # Pr V0 #

Pr

Z

Vliq

PdV

V0

and change the independent variable of integration
from V to f utilizing the definition in equation (B3):
Z

P

Pr

Vliq dP ¼ PVliq # Pr V0 #

Z

f

Pdf :
0

ðB4Þ

The integral in equation (B4) can be evaluated
analytically:
Z

P

Pr

9
Vliq dP ¼ PVliq # Pr V0 þ KV0 f 2 ½1 þ f ðK 0 # 4Þ(: ðB5Þ
2

Combining equations (B1), (B3), and (B5) gives
the desired result:
DGliq;T ;P ¼ DGliq;T;Pr þ PVliq # Pr V0
2
32
! "2=
3
9
V
0
þ KV0 4
#15
8
Vliq
8
2
39
! "2=
<
=
3
1 0
V
0
#15 :
) 1 þ ðK # 4Þ4
:
;
Vliq
2

All derived thermodynamic properties can be
obtained via appropriate temperature and pressure
derivatives of this expression.
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